Abstract. The main purpose of this paper is to prove the following result. Let R be a noncommutative prime ring of characteristic different from two and let D and G / 0 be (a, /3)-derivations of R into itself such that G commutes with a and ¡3. This research has been motivated by the work of Chaudhry, Samman and Thaheem [9, 10, 11, 15] and is a continuation of our earlier work [16] . Throughout, R is an associative ring with center Z(R). As usual we write [a;, y] for xy-yx and make use of the commutator identities [xy, z] [x, z]. We denote by I the identity mapping of a ring R. Recall that a ring R is prime if for a,b G R, aRb = (0) implies that either a = 0 or b = 0, and is semiprime in case aRa = (0) implies that a = 0. For explanation of the extended centroid C(R) of a semiprime ring R we refer to [1] 
This research has been motivated by the work of Chaudhry, Samman and Thaheem [9, 10, 11, 15] and is a continuation of our earlier work [16] . Throughout, R is an associative ring with center Z(R). As usual we write [x, z] . We denote by I the identity mapping of a ring R. Recall that a ring R is prime if for a,b G R, aRb = (0) implies that either a = 0 or b = 0, and is semiprime in case aRa = (0) implies that a = 0. For explanation of the extended centroid C(R) of a semiprime ring R we refer to [1] . [4] ). For more information on a-derivations and (a,/?)-derivations, we refer to [3-13, 15, 16] .
An additive mapping D : R -> R is called a derivation if D[xy) = D(x)y + xD(y)
Lanski [14] has proved the following result. Neglecting the fact that in the theorem below we have an additional assumption concerning the characteristic of the ring Theorem 1 generalizes Theorem A. For the proof of Theorem 1 we need the following result which might be of some independent interest.
THEOREM 2. Let R be a prime ring of characteristic different from two and let D and G ^ 0 be (a, ¡3)-derivations of R such that G commutes with a and (3. Suppose that D(G(x)) = AG 2 (x) holds for all x G R and some A G C(R). In this case D = AG.
In the proof of Theorem 2 we shall need the following lemma which is a special case of Corollary 1 in [4] .
LEMMA 1. Let R be a prime ring of characteristic different from two, let D be an {a, (3)-derivation of R and let G be an (a 2 , (3^)-derivation of R. Suppose that D commutes with aand (3. If D 2 (x) = G(x) holds for all x € R then D = 0.
Proof of Theorem 2. We have the relation
Putting xy for x in the above relation and applying the relation (1) we obtain
= D(G(x)a(y) + (3(x)G(y)) -AG{G{x)a{y) + (3{x)G{y)) = D(G(x))a 2 (y) + /3(G(x))D(a(y)) + D(P(x))a(G(y)) + (3 2 (x)D(G(y))) -A(G 2 (x)a 2 (y) + (3(G(x))G(a(y)) + G((3(x)MG(y)) + (3 2 (x)G 2 (y)) = (3(G(x))D(a(y)) + D{f3{x))a{G{y)) -X{f3{G{x))G{a{y)) + G((3(x))a(G(y))).
Since a(G(y)) can be replaced by G(a(y)) and f3(G(x)) by G{(3{x)) we obtain For the proof of Theorem 1 we need the following lemma. for all pairs x,y E R. Putting yz for y in the above relation we obtain 
= [D(x), G(y)a(z) + f3(y)G(z)] + [D(y)a(z) + fi{y)D{z), G(x)} = [£>(*), G(y)]a(z) + G(y)[D(x), a(z)} + [D(x), P(y)]G(z)
+
